
TWO THEORIES ON THE NATURE OF INTELLIGENCE ESSAY

This paper examines and evaluates the two opposing theories on the nature of intelligence. The two opposing theories
of intelligence are the one general.

Klein, Perry, D. In developing his theory, Gardner attempted to rectify some of the errors of earlier
psychologists who ignored biology; all failed to come to grips with the higher levels of creativity; and all were
insensitive to the range of roles highlighted in human society. Sceptics often argue that so much scientific
knowledge about the brain is still to be discovered that claiming the conventional IQ test methodology to be
infallible is just a small step forward from claiming that Craniometry was the infallible method for measuring
intelligence which had scientific merits based on knowledge available in the nineteenth century. Thinking
about how things might be, if certain changes took place. Some of Gould's criticisms were aimed specifically
at Arthur Jensen, who alleged that Gould made several misrepresentations of his work. These areas include
decisions regarding how much funding should be given to educational programs, the use of testing to screen
job applicants, and the use of testing to identify children who need additional academic help. Variation in g
corresponds closely to the intuitive notion of intelligence, and thus g is sometimes called "general cognitive
ability" or "general intelligence. Other Intelligences Other intelligences have been suggested or explored by
Gardner and his colleagues, including spiritual, existential, and moral intelligence. Intelligence can be defined
as "The aggregate or global capacity to act purposefully think rationally and deal effectively with the
environment. Lawyer is to client as doctor is to: a Patient or b Medicine. Information-Processing Theories:
These theories break down intelligence into various basic skills that people employ to take information,
process it, and then use it to reason and solve problems. Intelligence is one of the attributes that separate
human beings from animals. Once a process is automatized, it can be run in parallel with the same or other
processes. Geary, The origin of mind: Evolution of brain, cognition, and general intelligence. Each factor is
represented by a cell in the cube and in some combination of these dimensions: 1. Alfred Binet : "â€¦judgment,
otherwise called good sense, practical sense, initiative, the faculty of adapting one's self to circumstances
However, it is generally regarded as too imprecise to be useful for a scientific treatment of the subject.
Theorists who have studied the organization of mental ability. These cues help to retrieve relevant information
from long- term memory. Gardner, Howard. Tupper, K. Criticisms of the theory's application in schools come
in two major forms. They are also good at recognizing and classifying different species. Logical-mathematical
To do with logic , abstractions, inductive and deductive reasoning, and numbers. It tends to stabilize after the
age of 10 years and is totally stabilized during adolescence. Despite the substantial interest in the subject, there
is still considerable disagreement about what components make up intelligence. Nature is focuses more on
genetics and hormones while. Gardner's theory of multiple intelligences suggests that originally there were
seven different forms of intelligence. Sternberg, Robert J. They tell the mind how to act. The theory was
proposed in the context of debates about the concept of intelligence, and whether methods which claim to
measure intelligence or aspects thereof are truly scientific.


